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Abstract

The inherent interpretability properties of fuzzy
rule-based classification systems (FRBCSs) are un-
doubtedly one of their major advantages when com-
pared to conventional black-box classifiers. In this
paper we present a preliminary study of how the so-
called technique of feature construction can prove
useful in the context of land cover classification
tasks using remotely sensed imagery. The method
is integrated into a previously proposed genetic
FRBCS (GFRBCS) and applied in a crop classi-
fication task using a multispectral satellite image.
The experimental analysis shows that feature con-
struction can effectively identify very useful hidden
relationships among the initial variables of the prob-
lem.

Keywords: Genetic fuzzy systems, feature con-
struction, land cover classification, remote sensing,
high-dimensional classification tasks.

1. Introduction

A typical classification model considers the input
variables of the problem as independent sources
of information. The employed learning algorithm
constructs the model by partitioning the multidi-
mensional feature space (or several subspaces if
the classifier supports some sort of embedded fea-
ture selection), forming the final decision bound-
aries. In the context of FRBCSs, the multidimen-
sional relations—as expressed by each fuzzy rule—
are defined as overlapping fuzzy hyper-rectangles,
although non-axis-parallel classification boundaries
can be formed with an appropriate choice of the
inference procedure [1].

In certain real-world applications, however, more
complex relations exist between the input variables
(features). Such relations are typically identified
through expert knowledge and after careful exami-
nation of the natural properties of the problem at
hand. Arguably, it would be desirable to automat-
ically infer more complex relationships among fea-
tures, through the application of some data mining
procedure. The so-called feature construction meth-
ods provide an efficient tool for performing such an
analysis.

Feature construction [2] can be defined as the
process of extracting new features from the original
variables of the problem, by means of combination
and/or the application of operators or functions.
The main objective is to extract hidden useful re-
lationships among them in order to better describe
the target concept. The various feature construc-
tion methods can be categorized into three main ap-
proaches, depending on the way they define the rela-
tions and search the feature space [3], namely, those
related to:1) decision trees, 2) Inductive Logic Pro-
gramming (ILP), and 3) genetic algorithms (GA).

In this paper we focus on GA-based feature con-
struction methods. Through the use of GA proce-
dures, it is possible to iteratively extract new fea-
tures from the set of initial variables. Thus, in each
iteration the prediction capability of the model is
improved, as new non-trivial and useful information
about the problem is being extracted.

Remote sensing classification tasks are typical ex-
amples of problems where the input variables are
interdependent. The primary information is pro-
vided by satellite-borne (or airborne) sensors, which
collect the earth’s reflected solar radiation in spe-
cific portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is
well-known that different land cover types—and es-
pecially plants—absorb specific regions of the spec-
trum and reflect the remaining radiation [4]. This
property has been exploited in the past for de-
vising a number of indices that characterize spe-
cific properties of vegetation (greenness, humid-
ity, chlorophyll content, etc.) [5]. For example,
the most frequently employed vegetation index is
the so-called normalized difference vegetation in-
dex (NDVI), which is calculated as the normalized
difference between the near-infrared (NIR) and red
channels of the image. NDVI relies on the fact that
vegetation absorbs the red portion of the spectrum
for photosynthetic purposes, but reflects most of the
NIR radiation. To this end, green vegetation can
be easily differentiated from other land cover types,
as it exhibits high NDVI values. This is the pri-
mary reason for which all modern sensors targeting
at land cover applications bear a NIR channel.

Nevertheless, well-establish vegetation indices ty-
pically characterize broad categories of vegetation
types and not specific species, despite the ad-
vent of hyperspectral spectroscopy, which has led
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to the construction of many new vegetation and
chlorophyll content indices [6]. Moreover, equiva-
lent relations for higher-order spectral and textu-
ral features—commonly extracted in order to in-
crease classification accuracy when using multispec-
tral images—do not exist. Therefore, the main idea
of this work is to apply a GFRBCS that exploits
a feature construction methodology on a crop clas-
sification task using multispectral satellite imagery.
The objective is to identify any new useful relation-
ships between the input variables that can identify
the specific crop species of the study area, by ana-
lyzing the linguistic interpretation of the fuzzy rules.
For this purpose we employ a previously proposed
GFRBCS, called NSLV-FR (NSLV Functions and
Relations) [7], which provides an effective vehicle
for automatic feature construction within a fuzzy
rule-based classifier learning framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly describes the main components of the
base algorithm NSLV. Section 3 explains the major
changes performed to the basic NSLV algorithm, in
order to incorporate the feature construction tech-
nique. Section 4 is devoted to the description of
the study area and the dataset formulation, whereas
Section 5 presents the experimental results. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes the major conclusions derived
from the present work.

2. The learning algorithm NSLV

NSLV [8, 9] is a genetic fuzzy rule learning algo-
rithm that uses a sequential covering strategy [10]
together with a GA in order to iteratively extract a
single rule. The input of this GA is formed by the
consequent variable, the complete set of antecedent
variables and the set of examples being the output
a single rule covering at least some of the exam-
ples. NSLV uses a multi-criteria evaluation func-
tion guided by a lexicographical order for selecting
the best rule. The different criteria are ordered by
their importance level, in order to establish the ac-
curacy and the interpretability level of the rule. The
most important one is related to accuracy and it is
formulated as the product of the consistency and
completeness measures of the rule [11].

NSLV employs a DNF model of fuzzy rules,
whereas each rule represents an individual of the
population. Thus, a variable takes as value a set
of linguistic terms whose members are joined by a
disjunctive operator. The GA represents each DNF
rule by three different sub-chromosomes or levels
(Figure 1):

• The variable level. This level contains a gene
for each predictive variable involved in the
problem. Each gene represents a real value that
it is interpreted as the relevance degree of a
predictive variable on the rule. Furthermore,
a special gene is added in this level that it is
interpreted as activation threshold, that is, the

Figure 1: A rule representation in NSLV.

variables for which the associated genes have
values less than the threshold are not consid-
ered in the antecedent of the rule. Therefore,
the use of this level allow us to develop an em-
bedded feature selection process [12].
Two genetic operators are used in this level, two
points crossover and real uniform mutation.

• The value level. It is composed of the se-
quence of assignments to the predictive vari-
ables, where each assignment variable/value
is represented by a binary string. The com-
plete level is composed by concatenating the bi-
nary strings representing the assignments vari-
able/values for all input variables. The assign-
ment of a certain variable will appear in the
description of the rule if the value of its associ-
ated gene in the variable level permits it.
We use a binary representation and two genetic
operators on this level, two points crossover
and binary uniform mutation.

• The consequent level. It codes the value of the
classification variable of the rule. This level is
composed by one gene that is represented by a
integer value.
Integer uniform mutation is considered on this
level and its value is randomly selected during
the initialization of the population.

NSLV uses a modified version of a steady state
GA in which the selection process is performed as
follows: two individuals of the population are se-
lected and the crossover operators on the respec-
tive levels are applied, thus obtaining two new in-
dividuals, which are then modified through the re-
spective mutation operators. Subsequently, the two
offsprings are evaluated and interchanged with two
other individuals of the population. Therefore, in
each generation of the genetic process only two new
individuals are generated and evaluated. A more
detailed description of NSLV can be found in [9].

3. Including relations and functions in

NSLV

In the introductory section we analyzed the impor-
tance of feature construction, specifically in the con-
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Figure 2: Example of a rule coding.

text of land cover classification using satellite im-
agery. With this objective in mind, we propose the
application of a GFRBCS, namely NSLV-FR, that
employs feature construction through relations and
functions in the antecedent of fuzzy rules. Relations
provide a flexible partitioning of the input space,
whereas functions produce new variables with com-
bined information from the original ones.

In order to incorporate this functionality, we in-
troduce four major changes with respect to the base
NSLV algorithm:

• A new rule model that supports fuzzy rules in
the following form:

IF X2 is A and (X1, X6) are aproxEqual and

PROD(X4, X3) is C THEN Y is B

with weight w

where A and C are fuzzy subsets defined
on their respective domains, aproxEqual is a
fuzzy relation among variables X1 and X6,
PROD(X4, X3) is defined as X4 ∗ X3 and w

denotes the rule weight. Every function is con-
sidered itself as a new variable, defined in a new
fuzzy domain.

• Two structures (acting as an index set) to store
the most promising relations and functions to
be considered during the learning process: the
catalog of relations (CR) and the catalog of
functions (CF).

• A new codification of the individuals. Now,
each individual incorporates two more levels for
handling the information related to relations
and functions:
The relation level. This level represents the
relation set included in the antecedent part of

the rule. Each gene codifies a possible relation
of the catalog of relations (up to 10 in the ex-
perimental study). It uses an integer coding
where 0 indicates “no relation” and any other
positive value refers to the index of the relation
in the CR.
The function level. This level represents
which specific functions from CF will partici-
pate in the antecedent part of the rule. The
maximum number of functions that can be in-
cluded in a single rule is defined by a param-
eter. In the experiments we have considered
up to 10 functions for each rule. This func-
tion level uses an integer coding where 0 in-
dicates “no function” and any other positive
value refers to the index in CF.

• A pruning method through a completeness con-
dition in the fitness function, to establish a
threshold representing the minimum percent-
age of examples (of the class being learned at
the specific iteration), that must be covered by
a rule.

Figure 2 shows an example of a rule coding. In
this paper, we considered three possible relations:
less than (<), approximately equal to (≈), and very
different from (�=). The first one is a binary rela-
tion, whereas the other two are fuzzy ones. More-
over, the four typical mathematical operators be-
tween two variables (addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, and division) have been used as possible
functions. A thorough description of NSLV-FR—
along with the mathematical definition of the afore-
mentioned relations—can be found in [7].

4. Study area and dataset formulation

As study area for this work we have selected an agri-
cultural region northwest of Lake Koronia, which is
a lake-wetland ecosystem of ecological importance
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in northern Greece (40◦ 41�� N, 23◦ 09�� E). An
IKONOS bundle image (exhibiting 4 m spatial res-
olution in the multispectral channel) was acquired
on 7 August 2005 for classification purposes. The
IKONOS image has three bands in the visible re-
gion of the electromagnetic spectrum, which will be
hereafter referred as red (R), green (G) and blue (B)
bands/features, and one in the near-infrared (NIR)
region.

A portion of 1000 × 1000 pixels from the original
image was used in this paper. Figure 3(a) depicts
a false-color composite of the satellite image, using
the NIR, R, and G bands in lieu of the red, green,
and blue channels of the color image, respectively.
This specific view exploits the vegetation proper-
ties discussed in the introduction: green vegetation
absorbs visible radiation and reflects NIR; hence it
appears red in the color image (only the first chan-
nel has high values). Other land cover types also
reflect a portion of the visible radiation and so they
exhibit different colorings.

The class scheme includes five classes: alfalfa, ce-
reals (primarily wheat), maize, orchards, and ar-
tificial surfaces (roads and buildings). After ex-
tensive field surveys and subsequent careful photo-
interpretation, a large number of polygons were
identified in the image and assigned to one of the
five classes (Figure 3(b)). All labeled pixels (577,316
in total) inside those polygons participate in the
testing set. Moreover, 3000 random points (pixels)
were selected for the training set. The training pat-
terns were sampled from additional polygons, which
do not participate in the testing set.

Due to the limited information provided by the
four bands of the initial image, it is customary prac-
tice to extract additional higher-order features when
dealing with classification tasks involving multispec-
tral images. For this purpose, the following higher-
order features were derived from the original bands
of the image:

• Spectral transformations. We used the Bright-
ness, Greenness, and Wetness components of
the so-called tasseled cap transformation [13],
as well as the first three components of
the intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) transforma-
tion [14] (the saturation component exhibited
almost zero variability in the whole image and
was therefore not used).

• Textural transformation. As a source of tex-
tural information, we applied the gray-level
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) transforma-
tion [15]. For each band of the image, four
measures from the co-occurrence matrix have
been calculated: contrast (CON), angular sec-
ond moment (ASM), correlation (COR), and
homogeneity (HOM). For convenience, we use
the notation <measure>:<band> in the follow-
ing. For example, ASM:R denotes the angular
second moment measure calculated from the

red band of the original image.

A more thorough description of the study area
and the extracted features can be found in [16].
The final feature space of our classification task
comprises all 25 aforementioned features (4 ini-
tial bands, 5 transformed spectral features, and 16
GLCM measures). Of course, each fuzzy rule in
NSLV-FR can also use any derivative relation and
function feature from the respective catalog, as de-
scribed in the previous section.

5. Experimental analysis

The objective of this paper is show how the in-
terpretability properties of FRBCSs can be ex-
ploited in the remote sensing framework and—most
importantly—how the feature construction abilities
of NSLV-FR can identify useful new relationships in
the specific land cover task considered.

Nevertheless, we first provide a brief comparative
from the classification accuracy point of view, in or-
der to validate whether NSLV-FR can achieve com-
parable performance with other classifiers. In that
respect, the comparison with other interpretable
classifiers is rather out of scope here. On the con-
trary, we consider two reference classifiers that have
been shown to achieve very high accuracy in many
and diverse classification tasks, namely, the sup-
port vector machine (SVM) and the random for-
est (RF) classifiers. The parameters C and γ for
the SVM classifier (we employed a radial basis func-
tion kernel) were determined through a 5-fold cross-
validation search in the training set, considering
a grid of possible values. The final classification
model was produced after retraining the SVM with
the whole training set and the selected parameters.
The same procedure was employed in order to deter-
mine the optimal number of trees and random fea-
tures per tree for the RF classifier. Since NSLV-FR
and RF exhibit stochastic characteristics, 20 inde-
pendent runs were performed using different seeds
for the pseudo-random generator (Table 1 shows the
results of each single run not only for NSLV-FR,
but also for NSLV and two additional algorithms
using the feature construction approach, NSLV-R
[7], which only handles relations and NSLV-F [7],
which works with functions in the antecedent of
fuzzy rules).

According to the results shown in Table 1, we
can see that the algorithms including the feature
construction approach do improve the classification
accuracy achieved by NSLV. Moreover, NSLV-FR
obtains better results than NSLV-R and NSLV-F,
being almost a 10% and 3% better than those (talk-
ing about average values).

Table 2 reports the comparative results for the
three classifiers (NSLV-FR, RF and SVM). For
NSLV-FR and RF both average accuracies are re-
ported, along with those exhibited by the best
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: Study area: (a) pseudo-color composite of the satellite image, (b) the labeled testing polygons, and
(c) the respective legend.

Dataset NSLV NSLV-R NSLV-F NSLV-FR
run1 68.9(4) 72.3(3) 75.1(2) 78.6(1)
run2 69.1(4) 70.2(3) 74.8(2) 78.1(1)
run3 41(4) 65.8(3) 77.3(2) 77.8(1)
run4 54.5(4) 65.3(3) 73.7(2) 77.9(1)
run5 43.7(4) 63.4(3) 72.9(2) 75.3(1)
run6 68.9(4) 72.1(3) 76.8(1) 76.2(2)
run7 65.8(4) 68.4(3) 76.1(2) 78.1(1)
run8 70.5(3) 66.2(4) 73.2(2) 76.9(1)
run9 43.5(4) 70.8(3) 79.3(1) 76.6(2)
run10 38.8(4) 62.6(3) 77.3(2) 78.3(1)
run11 69.1(4) 70.5(3) 73.6(2) 79(1)
run12 47.1(4) 61(3) 65.7(2) 76.1(1)
run13 44.8(4) 68.2(3) 76.3(1) 76.1(2)
run14 43.5(4) 66.4(3) 73.8(2) 79(1)
run15 44.2(4) 65.5(3) 73.4(2) 77.1(1)
run16 44.7(4) 69(3) 77.6(2) 77.8(1)
run17 38.5(4) 69.9(3) 74.7(2) 79.2(1)
run18 67.1(3) 65.3(4) 76.7(2) 78.9(1)
run19 56.6(4) 72.4(3) 72.8(2) 76.8(1)
run20 54.6(4) 68.5(3) 74.3(2) 78(1)
Mean 53.745 67.69 74.77 77.59

Table 1: Results obtained by the algorithms using
feature construction on the previously mentioned
dataset. The table shows the accuracy on testing
set for each single run (using different seeds).

model, which is defined as the model that achieves
the highest accuracy on the testing set. Since
SVM’s learning algorithm is a deterministic one,
only the respective accuracies for the (single) model
are reported.

RF exhibits the highest testing accuracy, closely
followed by SVM. NSLV-FR displays somewhat
lower testing accuracy, although the absolute dif-

Classifier

Classification accuracy (%)

Training Testing
Average Best Average Best

NSLV-FR 76.00 75.33 77.63 79.25
RF 100.0 100.0 82.67 82.89
SVM 84.80 82.45

Table 2: Training and testing classification accura-
cies for the compared classifiers. For NSLV-FR and
RF both average and best accuracies are reported.

ference is not that big, especially if we consider the
best model. In this analysis we should also take into
consideration the much higher complexity of the for-
mer two classifiers. Indeed, NSLV-FR creates classi-
fication models with 40.6 rules on average, whereas
each fuzzy rules comprises an average of 1.67 fea-
tures. In contrast, the SVM model uses all features
and comprises 1436 support vectors, whereas the
RF model constructs 100 trees, each of which con-
siders 10 random features. To this end, NSLV-FR’s
classification accuracy can be relatively considered
satisfactory.

In order to exploit NSLV-FR interpretability and
feature construction properties, we focus on the best
model obtained. As shown in Table 2, this model
exhibits a testing accuracy of 79.25%. The primary
source of misclassifications stems from the confu-
sion between the alfalfa and maize classes, which
are the major green vegetation species in our study
area (the confusion matrix is not shown here for rea-
sons of brevity in the presentation). Errors are also
observed between the alfalfa and cereals classes, al-
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though to a relatively smaller extent. The latter
case is observed because the image was acquired in
August, when the cereals crops—most of which were
wheat—had been harvested. Hence, sparsely vege-
tated alfalfa areas are confused with harvested ce-
real fields, because of the exposed soil. On the other
hand, artificial structures can be easily discerned
from all other classes, whereas orchards represent a
very small percentage of the total land cover.

Therefore, it would be very interesting to analyze
the best NSLV-FR model in terms of the features
constructed for the discrimination of the alfalfa and
maize classes. For this purpose, the fuzzy rules for
each class have been sorted in decreasing order with
respect to their significance. As a measure of sig-
nificance for each rule we have employed the (crisp)
proportion of positive examples, that is, the number
of training patterns that activate the rule and be-
long to the class described in its consequent, divided
by the total number of this class’s patterns.

Here we present an example for the maize class.
Each feature variable has been uniformly parti-
tioned into fuzzy sets, for which we assign the lin-
guistic labels {VerySmall, Small, Medium, Large,
VeryLarge}. The antecedent part of the most sig-
nificant fuzzy rule comprises two derivative function
features:

IF (blue/green) is Large and
(brightness + wetness) is VerySmall

The rule uses a ratio between bands (blue and
green) and the sum of two tasseled cap features
(brightness and wetness). We should note that nei-
ther of these features have some well-established use
or expert interpretation in the vegetation indices lit-
erature.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d), respectively, depict the
grayscale representation of the two new features.
For convenience, the study area’s pseudo-color com-
posite and the testing polygons have been replicated
as the two top subfigures. Areas not belonging to
the (testing) reference have been masked out from
all images, in order to assist the visual comparison.
The fuzzy rule declares that maize exhibits a high
blue/green ratio. Indeed, all maize fields in Fig-
ure 4(c) have higher grayscale values (brighter ar-
eas). At the same time, however, maize is character-
ized by low values for the brightness+wetness fea-
ture (comparatively darker regions in Figure 4(d)).
Since NSLV-FR employs the minimum operator for
the conjunction of the individual predictive vari-
ables, both of these conditions must be satisfied in
order for a pattern (pixel in our case) to be charac-
terized as maize.

One way to visualize both features at the same
time is to insert them into two channels of a color
image and then try to interpret the different col-
orings produced, based on the description provided
by the fuzzy rule. Such false-color composites are
very popular in the remote sensing community (in

the previous section we have actually provided such
an example with the description of Figure 3(a)). In
our case, however, an even easier way to produce an
aggregate image is to just calculate the rule’s acti-
vation degrees (memberships) for all image pixels.
The result is shown in Figure 4(e). Comparing the
latter representation with the reference sites (Fig-
ure 4(b)), it becomes apparent that the rule iden-
tifies almost all maize fields accurately. Lower (but
non-zero) memberships are also observed for a few
alfalfa fields as well. This is expected, since the two
classes exhibit a strong correlation and are the main
source of the misclassifications in the testing set.
Nevertheless, most of these regions exhibit mem-
bership degrees below 0.5 and as such they can be
easily identified.

If we compare the rule activation image and the
pseudo-color composite of Figure 4(a) with the ref-
erence image, it is evident that the former is far
more enlightening with respect to the maize/alfalfa
discrimination. Although some alfalfa fields can
be singled out from Figure 4(a) as vibrant red,
most maize and alfalfa fields are rather indiscrim-
inable. In the previous section we explained that
the pseudo-color composite shown in Figure 4(a)
relies on the absorption properties of green vege-
tation in the red and NIR portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, NDVI is based on the same principle, being
defined as (NIR−Red)/(NIR+Red), and is ubiqui-
tously employed to identify green vegetation (Fig-
ure 4(f)). Again, many alfalfa fields exhibit simi-
lar NDVI values with the typical maize ones and
cannot be discriminated. To this end, it becomes
apparent that NSLV-FR’s feature construction abil-
ity can prove invaluable for easily discriminating re-
lated land cover types in a specific region.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented the first results from the
application of the feature construction concept in
the context of land cover classification tasks from
remotely sensed imagery. For this purpose, we ex-
ploited the advantages of the NSLV-FR classifier,
which effectively embeds a feature construction pro-
cedure within a powerful genetic fuzzy rule-base
learning framework. The experimental analysis was
performed on a challenging crop classification task,
using a very high resolution satellite image. The
linguistic interpretation of the fuzzy rule base re-
sulted in interesting conclusions, since we have been
able to visually discriminate spectrally similar veg-
etation species. As a future work, we will try to
discover similar relationships for other land cover
types and—most importantly—we will try to apply
the methodology in hyperspectral imagery.
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(a) Satellite image pseudo-color composite

(b) Testing polygons

(c) (Blue/Green) feature (d) (Brightness+Wetness) feature

(f) NDVI of the original image

(e) Rule activation degrees

Figure 4: The extracted features used by the most significant rule produced for the maize class and the rule’s
activation degrees for all pixels.
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